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Our brand, MATOA WoodLiving
(www.matoawoodliving.com)
design,
manufacture,
and
promote Indonesia handmade
wooden furniture from finest
quality timber to be enjoyed
around the world.

With our slogan: "Shape Your Environment“
we ensure our raw material do not come from
protected forest.
We only utilize mature timber from plantations with
predetermined number of trees that can be felled
each year and continuous replanting performed
every year.
This strict control sustains the rejuvenation of forest
to safeguard environment and its ecosystems.

Matoa fruit

Matoa (Pometia Pinnata) is a
large tropical hardwood and fruit
tree species native to Southeast
Asia and Pacific region, the fruit
is edible and somewhat like
lychee fruit. Matoa fruit rich in
vitamin C and E along with
antioxidant element.

Why Indonesian timber?

Indonesia lies on equator line with moist and warm
tropical climate due to near-constant exposure to
sunlight all year long.
The levels of sunlight and rainfall along equator line are
ideal condition for largescale plant growth with almost
half of the world's rainforests concentrated in these
regions.

Among other Southeast Asia
native trees:
Indonesian Teak tree (Tectona
Grandis), and
Mahogany tree (Toona Sureni)
are well known tropical hard
wood trees valued for its oil
content, dense grain, and
strength thus giving final
furniture
product
long
durability
and
weather
resistance properties.
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Mision

Vision

Deliver best product to satisfy customer by
working together building long term mutually
beneficial relationships with our suppliers and
partners

Indonesia handmade wooden furniture to be
enjoyed by every home worldwide by
becoming preferred partner and supplier to
international furniture retailer

Why MATOA WoodLiving?
Quality
From raw material selection to shipment humidity level
Thorough quality control accompanies each step of production until delivery

Customization
Size, design, material, and color are customizable
To accommodate diversified end user need and desire

Service
Pre-sales and after-sales services
With proactive and transparent communication for business confidence

Scalable
Extensive network of traditional talented carpenters ready to cope high
production demand

Competitive
Continuous process and product improvements to compete with market trend
Able to accommodate customer's financial strength

About PT. Pasar Legi Tiga Tiga
Incorporated in Central Java Indonesia on 25 January 2019, we are a startup company
focusing on high quality wooden furniture and renewable natural resource products

The name "Pasar Legi" derived from Javanese language
which means one of day name in ancient Javanese calendar
it can also mean Sweet Market when literally translated
While "Tiga Tiga" means Thirty-Three is the house number of the company location

Locate us on Google Map

Located in Pasar Legi, one of traditional market in Solo city
we are right in the center of distribution market with abundant agricultural products
Hera Kurnia Gusti Raharja
+62 812 8889 8879
hera@matoawoodliving.com

Hero Susanto Raharjo
+62 815 8066 999
hero@matoawoodliving.com

PT. Pasar Legi Tiga Tiga • www.pasarlegi33.com
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